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Dillon has conjectured that any group of order 22d+i with a normal subgroup
isomorphic to Z~ + 1 will have a difference set. He was able to show that this is true
if the subgroup is central: this paper extends that idea to noncentral subgroups.
([) 1991 Academic Press. Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION

A difference set in a finite group is a subset D c: G so that every nonidentity element of G can be written as a difference of elements of D in precisely
..1. ways. The order of G is v and the size of D is k. These can be considered
in groups of any order, but this paper will be concerned with groups of
order a power of 2.
Dillon [2] provided a construction for a difference set in groups of order
2 2 d+ 2 if the group has a normal subgroup isomorphic to z;+ 1 • He was
able to show that the construction works if the subgroup is central, but
difficulties arose in the general case. This paper explores cases when the
subgroup is not central, and we provide a sufficient condition for the
construction to work.
It is helpful to consider the ring Z[G]. If Ac G, we will abuse notation
by writing A= La' EA a' as an element of Z[G]. Also, A(-l) =La' EA (a')- 1•
By the definition of a difference set, D c G is a difference set iff
DD(- 1 > (k ..1.) 1 +A.G.

2.

CONSTRUCTION

Let G be a group of order 2 2d+ 2 with normal subgroup H isomorphic to
z;+ 1 • Consider the hyperplanes of H; i.e., the 2d+ 1 - 1 subgroups of Hof
order 2d (call them D;, i=l,2, .. .,2d+ 1 -l). Let g 1 ,g 2 , .. .,g 2d+1_I be
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elements of G in distinct cosets of H, and define D =
group ring Z[G],

nn<- 0 = L g,D;

1

U;:\ - 1 g ;D ;·

z: DJ-1Jg = z: g;D;Dj-1Jg
1

j

1

1

1

In the

•

I,]

In Dillon's paper, this constitutes a difference set in G if the map
D 1 -+ g 1D;g;- 1 is a permutation of the hyperplanes. Define a nondegenerate bilinear form on H and write D; = (h;) J_ (the form gives a
polarity between the points and the hyperplanes). Thus, g;D 1 g;-i
g;( (h;)J_) g;- 1 = (h1 )J_ for some j. If we define the product
(h,)J_ (h1 )J_ = (h;h1 )i., then the set of hyperplanes together with H will
form an elementary abelian group (called H'). Thus, </> will be a permutation of the hyperplanes if and only if g 1 (h1 ) J_ g;- 1 is a permutation of the
elements of H'.
</>:

3.

MAIN RESULT

3.1. Consider L:7= 1 a;, where a1 are all integral powers of 2, and
a;+ 1 , i 1, 2, ... , n 1. If a 1 ~ 2s for some sand L:7= 1 a1 ~ 2", then there
is a partial sum so that L:7'= 1 a1 = 2s.
LEMMA

a;~

Proof Suppose m is the biggest number so that L:;"=-11 < 2s: thus,
am~ (2' - L:;"= 1 1 a;). Since am is a power of 2 less than 2s, am divides 2s;
also, since the sum is decreasing powers of 2, am divides .L;n~-1 1 a,.
However, am cannot divide (2s .L;n=-11 a 1) if it is strictly greater than it, so
am= 2s I;;".;-11 a1• Thus, 2:7'.: 1 a1 2s. I

3.2. Let G be a group of order 22d+ 2 , H the normal elementary
abelian subgroup of order 2d+ 1, and H' the subgroup of hyperplanes of H.
Suppose that the size of the largest conjugacy class in H' is 2'. If ICa(H')I =
2d+l+s~2d+1+ 1 , then for every hEH' there is a gh so that ghhg-;; 1 #
g1i.h'gh, 1 when h #It', and the gh are in distinct cosets of H.
LEMMA

Proof Let x 1 ,x2 , .. .,x 2, be a conjugacy class in H'. Pick geG:
gx; = gz 0 where z 1 E CG( H') are all in distinct co sets (we can do this
because ICG(H')I ~2d+ 1 + 1 ). Suppose gx;x 1 g~ 1 = gx1 x1 g_~ 1 : this implies
that
gz 1x 1z 1- I g -1 = gz1x1 z1-1 g - I
gx;g-1

= gxig-i

Thus, this property works on this conjugacy class: we need to show that
it works on all the other conjugacy classes. If we order the conjugacy
classes in H by size, Lemma 3.1 implies that there will be a partial sum of
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these adding to 25 • Continue the process shown above on all these classes
in the partial sum. This will use all the distinct cosets represented by
CG(H').

Pick a g' E G so that g' is not in any of the cosets represented thus far.
Start the assigning process again on a new conjugacy class, say
y 1 , J2, ... , y 2, so that g.v;= g'z;. These new representatives will all be in different cosets than the one above, since Ca(H') <:JG. This can be continued
on a new partial sum of conjugacy classes that adds to 2s by Lemma 3.1.
Continue this procedure until all the elements of H' are assigned representatives. This satisfies the conditions of the lemma. I
Let G be a group of order 2 2d+ 2 with a normal subgroup H;;, z~+ . If H' has conjugacy classes of size less than 2' and
IC G(H)I ?: 2d+ 1 + ', then G has a difference set.
THEOREM

3.1.

1

Proof Dillon's construction will work if we can assign coset representatives to the D;= <x;).L so that g;D;g;- 1 is a permutation of the
hyperplanes. Choose these representatives as in the above Lemma 3.2. I

A picture of this theorem can be obtained as follows: for IGI =2 2d+ 2 ,
H;;, z~+ 1, define
d+t
,
t/f:G-+ ( log 2 (lc.c.l),log 2 ( ICG(H')I))
2
where lc.c.I is the size of the largest conjugacy class in H'.
Other than the case where H' is central (where the x-coordinate is 0), t/J
maps the groups into a triangular shaped region in the xy-plane
(x=log 2 (lc.c.I) and y=log 2 (Ca(H')/2d+I)) so that 1 ~x, y~d. The top
boundary comes from the relationship lc.c.l ICa(H')I ~ 22 d+ 2 • The theorem
implies that any group above the diagonal has a difference set. Pictorially,
y

d + l • - - - - central case
d

yes

d

x
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The following corollary gives a condition which guarantees that the
group will be above the diagonal.

3.1. Suppose that H<iG, IGI =2 2d+ 2, and H~z~+ 1 . Also
suppose IZ(G)nH'I =2d+i-s, O~s~d, and that the largest conjugacy
class in H' has size at most 2(d + 1)/(s+1 ). Then G has a difference set.
COROLLARY

Proof Pick a generating set for H', x 1, ... ,x,,x,.+ 1, ... ,xd+I so that
<xs+ 1, ... ,xd+i> generates Z(G)nH'. By the theorem, we have to show
that

ICc(H')I

~

2d+ 1+(d+ l)/(s+ ll.

By the product formula for subgroups, if H and K are subgroups of a
group G, then
IHnKI =

IHllKI IHllK'I
IHKI ~ IGI ·

This generalizes as follows: if H" H 2 ,

... ,

Hn are n subgroups of G, then

IH1l IH2nH3n ... nHnl
IH 1 nH2 n ... nH l = - - - - - - - - n
IH1(H2nH3n ... nHn)I
IH1l IH 2 nH3 n ... nHnl
""
IGI

>-~--------

~

...

In this situation, the subgroups of G are Cc(x;), i = 1, 2, ... , s. Also,
IGI =2 2d+ 2 , and ICc(x;)I = IG//lc.c.I ~2 2 d+ 2 -<d+t)/(s+l). Thus,
ICc(H')I

= ICc(X 1) n

Cc(x 2) n .. · n Cc(x,.)I

""

ICcCx1)l ICc(X2)I · · · ICo(x,.)I
(22d+2y-1

~

2(2d+ 2- (d+ 1)/(s+1 ))s- (2d+ 2)(s- I)

=

2d+ 1+(d+1J1<s+ 1).

>-~---~---....:____-

I

Remark. Using the ideas in this paper, the difficult cases occur when
the subgroup H' has a large conjugacy class. One example of such a group
is the semidirect product of z~+ 1 with itself. This is generated by
582a/57/2·6
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(x 1 ,x 2 , •.. ,xd+t,)',h 1 ,h 2 , .•. ,hd). In this group, H=(y,h 1 ,h 2 , ... ,hd),
and the (noncommuting) relationships are X;J'X;- 1 = yh;; i= 1, 2, ... , d. The
conjugacy class of y has size 2d, which is as large as possible. This would
be a good group to explore when considering the generalization of Dillon's
conjecture, since when we consider the picture of where ljJ sends this group,
y

d+l
d

yes

_____ group
~~---------+---

x

d
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